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+639338258202 - https://tambilawanrestaurant.com

A comprehensive menu of Tambilawan Kamayan from Polomolok covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Tambilawan Kamayan:
Just had dinner here with family tonight the food was great. Had a friend do the ordering. The tuna belly and
chicken adobo(spelling) are strong suggestions. I enjoyed the decor too. Mabuti Tambilawan. read more. The

restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending
on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about

Tambilawan Kamayan:
The Inasal doesn't really compare favorably with Bacolod fare, and there was a lack of labuyo chili. However, the

chicken was of the native variety and while less tender than most, they were more flavorful. Try the seafood
soup, it's the best thing we had here. In fact there are other chicken dishes id rather try than the inasal. It's

uncomfortably hot during lunch time as there's no air conditioning. read more. For the small hunger in between,
Tambilawan Kamayan from Polomolok offers tasty sandwiches, small salads, and other small dishes, as well as
cold and hot beverages, For you, the dishes are normally prepared in a short time and fresh. The spectacular

landscape of numerous landmarks makes this locale worth a visit, and you can look forward to the delicious
classic seafood cuisine.
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Soup�
SEAFOOD SOUP

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN
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